Abstract-The electroencephalogram (EEG) is used as aclinical examination to diagnose the brain activities and brain functions. The EEG processing and analysis can support clinicians to diagnose and to detect a number of neurological diseases such as epilepsy, sleep schizophrenia, sleep disorder, mental fatigue etc. The paper introduces some advanced techniques and its combination for EEG processing such as independent component analysis (ICA), time-frequency analysis, blind source separation, chaos-fractal analysis applying to noise preprocessing and quantitative evaluation EEG signals in order to detect and study some characteristics and behaviors of selected neurological diseases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the human electroencephalographic (EEG) signals by Hans Berger in 1923, the EEG has been the most commonly used instrument for clinical evaluation of brain activity, classification epileptic seizures or no epilepsy, schizophrenia, sleep disorder, mental fatigue, andcoma. In recent years, there are many researches on processing EEG signal and its applications. EEG They showed EEG contains very more information about unusual or responses to some stimuli in the human brain. However, noises and artifacts (not derived from brain signals) are enemy of high quality EEG signals. Therefore, their presences affect to assessment EEG signal accurately. Noises often divide into two major categories: technical noises and physiological noises. Technical noises are due to impacts of environmental on EEG measurement conditions, measurement room is not guaranteed, as well as the influence of power system. So, the noises can be completely minimized if we improve the measurement conditions. Meanwhile, the noises are generated by the physiological activities of the human impact on measured and these noises are considered as the inherent properties of the EEG.
Nowadays, the filter is equipped in EEG equipment primarily to remove technical noises have frequencies outside of the frequency range of EEG. However, removing technical noise have frequency within the frequency range of EEG is still a problem with the linear filter until now. Removing of physical noises, such as electromyography (EMG), Electrocardiogram (ECG), Electrooculogram(EOG) signals in the brain, is still quite new, and not found in other specialized software used in hospitals yet today. So, the filtering algorithms to remove noises, especially the physiological noises is crucial. EEG signals contain frequency information below 100 Hz (in many applications, the main information is below 30 Hz). Any higher frequency components can simply be removed using a low pass filter. In the case of source noise 50/60Hz, using the Notch filter is a common method to eliminate these unwanted noises in the laboratory. However, the Notch filter is only filtered a fixed frequency, not suitable to continuous changes of EEG (frequency and phase) during measuring. To overcome the limitations of a Notch filter, we used the adaptive filter. there are many algorithms used in adaptive filters. Here, we choose the LMS (Least Mean Square) algorithm by its fast and accurate.
In removing electromagnetic noises (electromyogram, EMG), the spectral properties of the EMG makes more difficult than the noises related to eye movements, heart activity because the spectrum of EMG is overlapped with beta activity in the range of 15-30 Hz. This disadvantage becomes more serious because there can"t obtain a reference signal only contains EMG for use in adaptive filters. So, we used blind source separation method (Blind Source Separation, BSS) to remove EMG. BSS is an approach to estimate and recover the independent source signals using only the information of their mixtures observed at the recording channels. Due to its variety of applications BSS has attracted much attention recently. Until now, there have been many studies and articles on application and effectiveness of the separation method blind source for EEG signal processing of the as: J. Cardoso in blind source separation using higher moment [1] ; A. Belouchrani inBlind source separation using second-order statistics [2] ; T. Jung-Removing noise in EEG by blind source separation method [3] ; Tichavsky and Gómez-Herrero-separation blind source combining two ICA algorithm: HOS-based EFICA and time structure-based WASOBI [4] .
EEG signal after noise brought many advantages. It first helps doctors to read signal exactly, not confuse the main brain informational brain and noise. Second, the filtered signals were analyzed by nonlinear dynamical properties such as chaos (chaos) and fractal (fragmentation), timefrequency domain method, wavelet, etc. to quantify the signal EEG. Iasemidis et al. [5] were the first group to apply nonlinear dynamics to clinical epilepsy. The main concept in their studies is that a seizure represents a transition of the epileptic brain from chaotic to a more ordered state, and therefore the spatiotemporal dynamical properties of the epileptic brain are different for different clinical states. Many researches on this areas brought promising results such as: These include reduction in correlation integrals during the ictal state (Lerner, 1996) [6] and decrease in signal complexity during seizures. In 1998, Le VanQuyen et al. [7] contributed a new measurement in prediction seizure which they called "correlation density". Then, this group has introduced newer nonlinear techniques, such as the "dynamical similarity index" [8] , [9] , which measures similarity of EEG dynamics between recordings taken at distant moments in time. Jerger et al. [10] and Jouny et al. [11] used two methods, one of which, Gabor atom density, estimates intracranial EEGs in terms of synchrony and complexity. In another other approach, Esteller et al. [12] introduced parameter of average energy of EEG signal. They demonstrated that when seizure happens, there were bursts of complex epileptiform activity, delta slowing, subclinical seizures, and gradual increases in energy in the epileptic focus. Harrison et al. [13] measured the amount of energy in EEG signal and its averaged power within moving windows. Most of these studies for prediction of epilepsy are based on intracranial EEG recordings. These methods faced main challenge. This is hazardous to the patient, especially the children. The scalp EEG is the most popular recording in Hospitals. But the scalp signals are more subject to environmental noise and artifacts than the intracranial EEG, and the meaningful signals are attenuated and mixed in their way via soft tissue and bone. So, the tradition methods such as the Kolmogorov entropy or the Lyapunov exponents, may be affected by the after mentioned two difficulties and, therefore, they may not distinguish between slightly different chaotic regimes of the scalp EEG [14] .
Here, we are only interested in applying the Lyapunov exponent for scalp EEG to predict epilepsy. Like previous methods, the main problem to apply the Lyapunov exponents for scalp EEG is noises. We executed combined BSS method and Lyapunov exponent by Rosenstein. Inaddition, we also find improvements of Lyapunov spectrum [15] in estimating the Lyapunov exponent so that it can be more robust, especially with respect to the presence of noise in the EEG.
Fractal dimension (FD) is considered as a important parameter applied to human biosignals. [16] used Katz algorithm and Higuchi algorithm [17] to calculate averaging fractal dimensions of 2 groups: one is healthy, another is epilepsy patient. Results show that the FDs of the epilepsy group are lower than healthy one in both methods.
In Section II, we describe the algorithms for filtering, estimating that the Lyapunov exponent, fractal dimension, especially Lyapunov spectrum, considered as an optimization model for estimating Lyapunov exponents is presented. In Section III, the EEG recording procedure is explained and the results are compared with the other methods. Conclusions are provided in Section IV.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Materials
The experimental data were derived from the Hospital 115 in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam using a Galileo EEG machine (EBNEURO, Italy) and divided into three groups: seizures (8 files), brain function disorder due to epilepsy or transform (7 files), nonseizure (15 files).
B. Preprocessing
Frequencies of EEG signals are less than 100Hz. In addition, most recordings present a 50-Hz frequency component contaminating several electrodes. Therefore, the signals need to be lowpass filtered to eliminate this frequency component and other high-frequency components generally produced by muscular activity. A Butterworth filter of order 10 with a cutoff frequency of 45Hz is used [1] . Within this range of frequencies, we still have the complete information about the signals.
C. Blind Source Separation [14]
After the preprocessing step, the scalp EEG is still contaminated by noise and artifacts such as eye blinks, EMG noises. Blind Source Separation (BSS) is an effective method for removing artifacts, especially eye blinks, and separating sources of the brain signals from these recordings. BSS method is based on the assumptions that the signals recorded on the scalp are mixtures of time courses of temporally independent cerebral and art factual sources, that potentials arising from different parts of the brain, scalp, and body are summed linearly at the electrodes, and that propagation delays are negligible.
D. Lyapunov Exponents
The EEG recorded from one site is inherently related to the activity at other sites. This makes the EEG multivariable time series. Generally, an EEG signal can be considered as the output of a nonlinear system, which may be characterized deterministically. Methods for calculating these dynamical measures from experimental data have been published [18] . Among them, Lyapunov exponent is one of parameters to measure chaos of a nonlinear dynamical system and characterizes the spatiotemporal dynamics in electroencephalogram (EEGs) time series recorded from patients with temporal lobe epilepsy. Until now, there were many improvements in estimating the Lyapunov exponent of many researchers in the world such as Wolf [19] , Isamedis et al. [5] , Eckmann et al. [20] , Brown et al. [21] , and Rosenstein et al. [22] . Here, we also used the algorithm of Rosenstein because of its advantages. The Rosenstein algorithm is fast, easy to implement, and robust to changes in the following quantities: embedding dimension, size of data set, reconstruction delay, and noise level.
E. The Lyapunov Spectrum [15]
Another way to view Lyapunov exponents is the loss of predictability as we look forward in time. If we assume that the true starting pointx0 of a time series is possibly displaced, we know only the information areaI0 about the starting point. After some steps, the time series is in the information area at timet, It. The information about the true position of the data decreases due to the increase of the information area. Consequently, we get a bad predictability. The largest Lyapunov exponent can be used for the description of the average information loss; λ1>0 leads to bad predictability [23] . While there is a method which is applicable to many dimensional chaos to extract physical quantities from experimentally obtained irregular signals is Lyapunov spectrum [15] . It estimates the spectrum of several Lyapunov exponents (including positive, zeros, and even negative ones). This is necessary for quantifying many
There are many researches about processing EEG, especially removing noises to predict epilepsy. But most of reports only solved part of problems and faced some difficulties. Here, we will describe a method of Lyapunov spectrum which is shown to behave well in the perturbation of certain parameter values, but slightly sensitive in the presence of noise, good accuracy with great easy. It is suitable to prediction seizure.
Algorithm. Let (j=1, 2, …) denote a time series of some physical quantity measured at the discrete time interval ∆t, i.e., = ( 0 + − 1 ∆ ). Consider a small ball of radius ε centered at the orbital point , and find any set of points (i=1,2,…,N) included in this ball, i.e.,
where is the displacement vector between and . We used a usual Euclidean norm defined as follows:
for some vectors = ( 1 , 2 , … , ) . After the evolution of a time interval = ∆ , the orbital point will proceed to + and neighboring points + . The displacement vector = − is thereby mapped to
If the radius is small enough for the displacement vectors and to be regarded as good approximation of tangent vectors in the tangent space, evolution of can be represented by some matrix , as:
The matrix is an approximation of the flow map at in Eq. (3). Let us proceed to the optimal estimation of the linearized flow map from the data sets . A plausible procedure for optimal estimation is the leastsquare-error algorithm, which minimizes the average of the squared error norm between and with respect to all components of the matrix as follows:
Denoting the (k, l) component of matrix and applying condition (4), one obtains × equations to solve, = 0 . One will easily obtain the following expression for :
where V and C are × matrices, called covariance matrices, and và and are the k components of vectors and , respectively. If ≥ and there is no degeneracy, Eq. (5) has a solution for ( ).Now that we have the variational equation in the tangent space along the experimentally obtained orbit, the Lyapunov exponents can be computed as
is the solution of (12), and { } ( = 1, 2, … , ) is a set of basis vectors of the tangent space at . In the numerical procedure, choose an arbitrary set { } . Operate with the matrix on { } , and renormalize to have length 1. Using the Gram-Schmidt procedure, maintain mutual orthogonality of the basis. Repeat this procedure for n iterations and compute (6) . The advantage of the present method is now clear, since we can deal with arbitrary vectors in a tangent space and trace the evolution of these vectors. In this method, these vectors are not restricted to observed data points, in contrast with the conventional methods. The feature allows us to compute all exponents to good accuracy with great easy. [16] ( )~− Df measures complexity of the curve and so of the time series this curve represents on a graph.
F. Higuchi Fractal Dimension
From a given time series (1), X(2),...,X(N), the algorithm constructs k new time series:
where m is initial time, k is interval time, int(r) is integer part of a real number r. The "length" ( ) of each curve is then calculated as
where N is total number of samples. The value of fractal dimension, , is calculated by a least-squares linear best-fitting procedure as the angular coefficient of the linear regression of the log-log graph of y=ax+b With a= , according to the following formulae:
The standard deviation of is calculated as 2 Fig. 1 a) . The 5-second EEG segment at the preictal of frontal seizure was recorded by the scalp electrodes before removing noises. Fig. 1 b) . The scalp map of EEG in Fig. 1a after BSS. Fig. 1 c) . The waveform of Independent Component 1 (IC1). Fig. 1 d) . The waveform of Independent Component 6 (IC6).
Higuchi"s fractal dimension has a scaling feature. Multiplication of all amplitudes X km by a constant factor, c, causes multiplication of the "length" L m (k) by the same factor. Such multiplication does not change D f Window length has a meaning effect to the results. Because seizures spread so quickly, a displacement as small as possible that does not provide too much variability is desired. We experimented with values ranging from 1 second to 60 seconds and observed that the window length to 2048 points (16 seconds) with 50% overlap should provide reasonable propagation resolution of seizure precursors and the ability of multichannel analysis to effect detection.
III. RESULTS Fig. 1 a) is the 5-second EEG segment at the preictal of frontal seizure was recorded by the scalp electrodes before removing noises. Signals are firstly preprocessed by Butterworth filter of order 10 with a cut off frequency of 45Hz to remove noise 50Hz and high-frequency components. Filtered signals were then analyzed by Blind Source Separation (BSS) to remove the eye blinks, EMG noise, and to get main components (Independent Component-IC) for comparison purposes. Observing the Fig. 1 e) . The scalp map and frequency spectrum of IC1. Fig. 1 f) . Set of components relate to alpha. Physics and Mathematics, Vol. 3, No. 4, July 2013 scalp map in Fig. 1 b) , we may have some initial comments, IC1component relate to the ECG signal.
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where , ln . , … , , and n denotes the number of k values for which the linear regression is calculated (2 .
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= .
1 + + ln( ) Fig. 1 g) . Set of components relate to Beta waves, their frequency is15 Hz. Fig. 1 h) . Set of components relate to theta waves.
Wave alpha, theta, delta waves, low beta waves and frequency range of the IC1from3-30Hz. Wave form of the first component is Fig. 1 c) . The frequency of Delta wave is about3Hz. Its amplitudeis55μV and amplitude of other wave components isunder30μV, density of intensity spectrum is normal. Set of components relate to the background signal: IC2, IC3, IC13, IC26, these signals have small amplitude, power density is low. Set of components relate to alpha waves: IC6, IC10, IC19, IC17, IC20, IC25, dominant alpha waves are in the back, their frequencies are under 9 Hz and their amplitudes are less than 30μV as be observed in Fig. 1  f) . Set of components relate to Beta waves: IC22, IC5, these components are low-amplitude beta waves and frequencies are about 15Hz, are mainly in the front as be observed in Fig. 1 g) . Set of components relate to Theta waves: IC18, IC14. These components appear in the two hemispheres and are the slow waves, their frequencies are about 7Hz as be observed in Fig. 1 h) . Diagnostic results: No recorded component contains onset of seizure. Results indicate that the dominant Alpha waves appear in the back, their frequency is about 9Hz, their amplitudes are under 30μV. These waves are less harmonic. The beta waves are in the dominant frequency 15Hz and appear in front. The Theta waves appear in hemisphere litteredly. The brain activity is normal. Fig. 2 a) . The 5-second EEG segment at the preictal of frontal seizure was recorded by the scalp electrodes before removing noises. Fig. 2 b) . EEG signal (5 s) during the seizure. Fig. 2 c) . The scalp map of ICs. Fig. 2 d) . The map of time-frequency domain. Fig. 2 e) . The fractal dimension curve. Fig. 2 f) . The map of time-frequency domain. Fig. 2 g ). The curve of the maximum Lyapunov exponent of IC7. Fig. 2 h) . The curve of Lyapunov spectrum coefficient of IC7. Fig. 2 i) . The curve of Lyapunov spectrum coefficient of channel 8. Fig. 2 j) . The curve of the maximum Lyapunov exponent of channel 8.
As mentioned above, we can see that after preprocessing step, the doctors can diagnose by their eyes with cleaner signals of preprocessing algorithms. The following case is general epilepsy patient. Fig. 2 a) is recorded EEG seizure lasting 21 minutes. According to Fig. 2 a) , there is a difference on the record between before and after the second 848. We can see, the EEG signals of the brain are chaos. However, the EEG signals are more harmonic than when epilepsy occurs as be observed from the second 817 of the EEG in Fig. 2 a) . So, we can detect seizures based on nonlinear methods such as chaos or fractal. However, a inherent problem in the EEG signal processing is noises. So, the first signals are filtered from 0.5-45 Hz by low-pass filter to remove high frequency components and noise of 50 Hz. Then filtered signals are analyzed by BSS to eliminate EMG noises and EOG noises, they are quantified by parameters such as Lyapunov exponents and fractal. Fig. 2 b) is the independent components after BSS and Fig. 2 c) is scalp map of independent components.
We have a few initial comments after looking at a map of Fig. 2 f) of IC7 shows a strong stimulus occurred at the time of 823s to 871s, the spectral intensity increases rapidly at all frequencies at this point. Strong excitation occurs from the time the 818th second to the 871th second, it corresponds to the onset of seizures. The inter-trial coherence (ITC) of IC7 image shows average voltage value ERP. It starts to increase from the 818s second. Fig. 2 d) is map of the time-frequency domain analysis. It is easily found that epilepsy occurs in seconds 800-871. Thus, through the preprocessing steps, the doctor can diagnose the patient's disease by observing with their eyes. According to the nature of the signal is more harmonic when epilepsy occurs as above, we continue to analyze the physical properties of the signal to help the doctors to diagnose more accurately. Specifically, we will continue to analyze chaos and fractal of signals. Fig. 2 e) is curve of fractal coefficient of IC7. As shown in Fig. 2e , there are some notable points on the curve of fractal coefficient, fractal dimension is high and fluctuating small range, average of 1.8. This stage undergoes 13 minutes until the system starts to decrease off in second 800 and lasted until 871 seconds. Then the fractal coefficient increased initial value. Thus, we can detect onset seizures at the second 800-871 as signals recorded at the hospital. Figs. 2 g ) and 2 h) are curves of maximum Lyapunov coefficient and Lyapunov spectrum of the IC7. Observing these figures, we can have comments, the Lyapunov coefficient reduced in the time domain from second 800 to second 871 and reduced minimum at sec 848.Besides, Lyapunov spectrum method is less sensitive to noise, we can detect seizures with EEG scalp from the hospital filtered by the low-pass filter without independent component analysis. These are the advantages of Lyapunov spectrum compared with other nonlinear methods. Fig. 2 i) is Lyapunov spectrum curve of channel 8. It can be easily seen that seizures occur from 800-871 where all Lyapunov coefficients of the spectrum are reduced. Fig. 2 j) maximum Lyapunov coefficient curve of the channel 8. The values λ1 have large fluctuations that can be dueto the presence of the noises and artifacts. Moreover, there are no clear drops of λ1 before, in and after seizure happens. λ1 decreased minimum at 720 seconds, while seizures occur from the second 800 to 871. It means that the maximum Lyapunov is sensitivity to noises and it cannot detect epilepsy with quite noisy EEG. This can be caused by the description of the average information loss of λ1. As mentioned previously, the detection could be improved by examining the Lyapunov spectrum with other λ parameters. The Lyapunov spectrum method is easier to use in the processing of the EEG signal in hospital today. Research results showed that the preprocessing steps such as noise filtering, independent component analysis, timefrequency domain analysis is very helpful for doctors in diagnosing by their eyes as well as create clean signals to quantify these signals by physical parameters. The nonlinear methods such as chaos and fractal play an important role in giving the parameters to help doctors detect, diagnose epilepsy and neurological diseases more accurately.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Noise is an inherent problem in analyzing of EEG signal processing. Here, we have applied the new methods to remove the noises and to generate clean signal. The BSS is successful in removing noise and giving ICs have main information. The combination of BSS and chaos-fractal bring the great results in the detection of seizures as well as abnormal EEG signals. Moreover, quantifying EEG signal by the parameters such as Lyapunov exponent and Fractal dimension helped doctors to diagnose neurological diseases more fast and accurate. Besides, the method of Lyapunov spectrum is less sensitive to noise and detect seizure accurately. It brings promising results in helping doctors to diagnose neurological diseases today.
